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Decision 98-12-064 December 171 1998 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking on the 
Comnlission's Proposed Policies Governing 
Restructuring California's Elt'ctric Services 
Industry and Reiorn\ing Regulation. 

()rder Instituting Investigation. on'the 
. Commission's Proposed PoHdesGovt-rnins' 
Restructuring Ca)j(ornia~s EIC(tri~ Services 
Industry and Reforming Regulation . 

JDlim[m1~~~-031 
(Filed April 20, 1994) 

hwestigcltion 94-04-032 
(Filed April 20, 1994) 

. DECISlpNRE;GARDIN'G PUBLIC MEDIA CENTERt$ , 
. MOTION AND NOTICE OF INTENT 

',.0 CLAIM COMPENSATION 

Summary 

On September 3, 1997, Public Media Center (PMe) filed its "lvfotion For 

DcternUllation Of Procedure For Accepting Notice Of Intent To Clain'l 

COl1\pensatioll" (motion). p~tC's motion requests that the assigned 

Administrative L\\v Judge (AtJ) issue an order determining the procedure (or 

accepting new notices of intent to dalrn compensation in this proceeding. 

Concurrent with the fHing of PMC's motion, PMC submitted (or filing its liNofice 

of Intent To Claim COlnpcnsation" (notice of intent).' This dedsion denies 

PMC's motion because PMC failed to timely Identify the issues that it 

I In addition .. PMC filed its "Pet,ilion .(or Rehearing Of Dedsion 97-08-064" on the same 
day. PMC's petition was rcn~med by the Docket Office as an applicati6n lor rehearing 
of that decision. . -
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participated in and failed to timely file its motion requesting what procedure 

PMC should follow for filing its notice of intent. Ph1C is therefore ineligible for 

intervenor compensation for issues that arose out of, and which were addressed 

in .. Decision (0.) 97·03-069, 0.97-05-040, and D.97-08-064. 

Background 

ln order to resolve PMC's motion and its notice of intent, it is necessary to 

briefly recite the history of some of the electric restructuring decisions that have 

been issued, and to provide some background about the pleadings and letters 

which PMC submitted and the other pleadings which have been filed. 

The first mention of a customer education effort appeared in D.95-12-063, 

as modified by 0.96-01-009. The Commission stated that it expected that efforts 

WQuld be conducted to inform Consumers about the changes occurring in the 

electric industry. The decision also stated that an independent education trust 

would be established to educate small business and residential (ustomers about 

the changes in the electric industry. (0.95-12-063, as modified by 0.96-01-009 (64 

CPUC2d 1,84, 98).) In 0.96-03-022, the Commission reiterated its role of 

prOViding information to consur'ners and that an independent education trust 

would be an integral part of this effort. Subsequently, in Asscn,bly Bill (AB) 1890 

(Stats. 1996, ch. 854), the Legislature codified the development and 

implementation of a program to educate customers about the changes to the 

dC'Ctric industry. AB 1890 took eUed on Septeolher 23, 1996. 

D.97-03-069 authorized the three largest electric investor-owned utilities 

(IOUs) in California to conduct a joint, statewide Customer Education Program 

(CEP) to in(ornl the public about the changes taking place in the electric industry. 

That decision also established the Electric Restructuring Ed~tcation Group 

(EREG), and authorized it to organize, develop, and implement the CEP on 

behalf of the IOUs. In addition, the decision established the Consumer Education 
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Advisory Panel (CEAP) to assist the Commission in the evaluation of the joint 

CEP and to provide input into the development of the Commission's own 

outreach plan. The decision directed the IOUs, in conjunction with the EI{EG, to 

develop the proposed CRP work scope and budget, and to file and Serve a 

motion requesth\g that the CEP proposal (CEP motion) be adopted. That CEP 

motion was filed on June 2, 1997. 

Prior to the filing of the CEr nlotion, the Conunission issued 0.97-05-040 . 

. That dcdsion addressed sonle of the policy a~ld thresh6td issues tegarding direct 

acceSs. The decision ordered that direct acceSs be nlade available to all California 

eJectridt}t consumers on January 1,1998. 

Comments to the June 2,1997 CRP moltonof the IOUs were to be filed 

within 10 days (rom the date of service of the CEP u\otion. Pl\1C's illotion s'tates 

that it "submitted initial conunents on th'c CEP on June 12} 1997.1I
} However, a 

review o( the records of the Docket OUice reveals that PMC's June 12 response 

was not filed with the Conunission.· This ruHng takes official notice of that fact. 

Perhaps in recognition that PMC did not subnullts June 12 response to the 

Docket OUice for filing, PMC attached its June 12 response as an exhibit to its 

"Repl}' Cornments Of Public l\·!edia Center To Motion Of Investor-Owned 

Utilities, On Behalf OiThe Electric Restructuring Education Group, For Approval 

Of A Consumer Education Program" (teply (on'n'ler'lls). PMC's reply commeJ\ts 

were filed with the Docket QUice onJuly 2,1997. PMC also attached another 

exhibit, a nine page letter dated July 1, 1997 addressed to Commissioner 

) PMC'scomments of June 12, 1997 is entitled "Responsc Of Public Media Center To 
Molion Of Investor-Owned Utilities, On Behalf OtThe Electric Restructuring Education 
Grollp, For Approval ot A Consumer Education Plan" Uune 12 response) . 
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P. Gregory Conlon from Joseph Therrien, to its reply comments.) TIlerrien is a 

Communications Consultant and Chairman of the Board of PMC! His letter of 

July I, 1997 rep1ies to the June 23, 1997 response that the 10Us filed in response to 

the comments to the June 2, 1997 motion of the IOUs for approval of the CEP. 

Therrien's letter was incorporated by reference into PMC's reply comments. 

(Reply Comments, p. 14.) 

0.97-08-064 was approved by the Conunission on August I, 1997. That 

decision authorized a statewide CEP with a budget of $89.3 million and adopted 

) PMC/s notice of intent states that it has already incurred 146 houtsol Therrien's time, 
in addition to time spent by others. 

4 Therrien also mailed a letter dated June t~, 1997 to Commissioner Conlon. ThaI letter 
contained comments to the CEP motion filed by the IOUs on behalf of the EREG. 
Although Therrien's introduction to his letter states: III am tiling comments onthe 
motion filed June 2, 1997 by the Investor Owned Utilities on behalf of the Electric 
Restructuring Education Group~"," the Docket Oi((ce records reveal that this letter was 
not filed with the Commission. Therrien's June 12, 19971elfer was not served on the 
service Jist, and appears to have been copied only to the otherComnlissioners, the 
EREG Board members, two J\LJs, the Speaker 0( the California Assembly, the Prt.'sident 
of the Caliiornia Senate, and fo six other (ommunity/~onsumer organizations. 

Therrien also rnailed a letter dated July 23, 1997 to Commissioner Jessie J. Knight, Jr. 
That letter responded to the assigned Commissioners' ruHng (ACR) of June 24, 1997 
requesting comments on the pOints raised by the (our organizations which offered 
opinions on the CEP. In the introductory paragraph of Therrien's teUerl he states that 
he only r('(ently became aware of the ACR, and that he is responding to the ACR now 
"b«ausc I believe you and your (eUow Commissioners should have the benefit of all 
possible relevant opinion, regardless of time deadlines, before ~onduding your 
decision-making process." This letter was not filed with the Docket Office. 

In addition, Therrien mailed a letter dated July 28, 1997 to Commissioner Conlon. That 
Jetter alleged that the focus group research that the EREG and DDB NCtXfham were 
undertaking was being conducted inappropriately. Therrien requested that a review of 
the rt.'search process be undertaken by the sta(l. Copies of these two lellers appear to 
ha\'e been sent only to a select group of individuals similar to the recipients 01 the 
June 12, 1997 leUer. 
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various steps and procedures for the design and ilnplementation of the CEP. In 

addition, the 10Us were directed to take over the direct management of the 

advertising efforts from the EREG. 

On September 3, 1997, PMC filed its application for r~hearing of 

0.98-08-064. PMC also filed the nlotion at issue in this ruling, along with its 

notice of intent. 

PMC's motion contends that 0.97-05-040 "effectively accelerated the 

restructuring process to breakneck speed by demanding direct aCcess for all 

consumer groups by January I, 1998." Due to the accelerated time schedule, and 

the authorization of the CEP in 0.97-03-069 .. PMC filed its motion because: 

UThese two decisions raised new and controversial issues in the 
Electrical Restructuring process, prompting the need for PMC to 
fonnally participate in this preceding (sicl in ordet to protect 
consumer interests \>lhich had not yet been considered by the 
parties. PMC submitted initial comments On the CEP on 
June 2, 1997. PMC filed additional comments on July 2, 1997 
addressing EREG's response to PMC's initial comments arid 
con\n\ents on the CEP filed by other parties to the restructuring 
proceeding. On July 25 .. 1997, the Commission issued a draft. 
Opinion Regarding the Budget of the Joint Consun\er Education 
Progranl and Modification of D.97-03~69 and D.97-04-40, (sic) 
wherein the conlmission proposed to approve the CEf>, with few 
modifications .... On August I, 1997, the Commission approved the 
CEP, as nlOdified, retaining the power to review and approve 
numerous aspects of the CEP (Decision 97·08~064)." (Motion, pp. 2-3; 
elnphasis added.) . 

On S~ptember 10 .. 1997, the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) filed a 

response to PMC's motion. This was followed by the October 3 .. 1997 filing of 

Southern California Edison Company's (Edison) response to PMC's notice of 

intent to claim compensation. PMC requested and was gr<1ntcd an opportunity 

to reply to the responses of ORA and Edison. PMC's reply was filed on 

October 20, 1997. 
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Discussion 

Public Utilities Code § 1804(a)(1) sets forth the procedure for the filing of a 

notice of intent to claim compensation. 5 Usually, a customer who seeks 

intervenor compensation n\ust (He and serve its notice of intent within 30 days 

after the PreheaTing Conference (PHC) is held, or where no PHC is scheduled or 

if the proceeding wiH take less than 30 days, the Comn\ission may determine the 

pr<xedure to be used. This subdivision also provides: 

"In tases where the schedule would not reasonably allow parties tt'J 
identify issues within thetime£rame set forth above, or where new 
issues emerge subsequent to thetin\e set {or filing, the commission 
n\ay determine an appropriate procedure {or accepting new Or 
revised notices of intcnt.1I 

Since the Commission O'laY ~pedfy the pr<xedure fotactcpting new notices 
t 

of intent, the tiling of PMC's notice of intent on September 3, 1997 is not 

dispositive o( the procedure that Ph.1C should be required to follow with regard 

to its notice of intent to claim tompensation. Instead, PMC's motion is the 

appropriate procedural vehicle (or determining the procedure for accepting a 

new notice of intent. That motion must be resolved before the notice of intent to 

claim compensation is addressed. 

In ruling on PMC's motion, we must decide whether PMC should have 

submitted its motion or its notice of intent earlier in this proceeding in 

accordance with § 1804(a)(1). Although the Commission discussed a (ustomet 

education effort and an education trust as carly as DeCember of 1995, no specifics 

about the CEP were provided until AB 1890 was enacted and 0.97-03-069 was 

issued. 0.97-03-069 contained the first description of the type of eEP the 

5 Unless otherwise notedl an sc<tion references "re to 'he Public Utilities Code. 
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Commission had in mind. That decision laid out the process lor how the EREG 

was to develop the CEP for the Commission's consideration. April and May of 

1997 were inlportant months for the EREG because the proposed work scope and 

budget for the CEP were being developed. This cuJininated in the filing of the 

CEP inotion by the IOUs to adopt the proposed CEP and budget, cotnm~nts to 

the eEl', comments to the draft decision regarding the proposed adoption of the 
- , 

CEP, and the issuance of 0.97-08-064. As evidenced by pMC's letters to the 

Commissioners in June and July of:1997, and its reply conunents of July 2, 1997, it 

Was during this time that PMC appears to have developed an interest in the 

customer education effort and the meetings of the EREG and the CHAP. 

Oespite PMC's participation in the EREG and CEAP meetings it\ the Spring 

of 1997, its awarencs!fthat D.97-05-040 mandated that direct access would begin 

on January 1, 1998, and its July2, 1997 filing of its reply conlments, PMe did not 

lite its motion for the COinmissJon to determine the procedure to claim 

cOIllpensation until September 3, 1997. nlis lag time is troublesome because 

PMCJs )'lotice of intent states that: 

"{,Me has already made a substantial contribution to the electrical 
restructuring rulemaking by submitting two sets of detailed 
con\ments on the Electric Restructuring Education Group's ... 
proposed consumer education progran\ ... and by participating in 
meetings of the Consumer Education Advisory Group ... in order to 
assist CHAP in its review of the proposed CEP. Specifically, PMC's 
written comments provided a detailed analysis of the proposed CEP, 
raising serious concerns regarding its budget, lack of detail and 
flawed approach to consumer edllc~'tion. Many of Pl\1C's 
recommendations were incorporated by the Commission into the 
approved CEP. For example, in accordance with Pl\.1C's comments, 
the Con'tnlission called lor the disbandment of the EREG and 
implementation of the CEP by the IOUs with direct oversight by the 
Comnlission. ·In addition, the Conlmissiol\ redirected the n\edia 
campaign away from mass media and towards citizen-based 
o rga n i za lions. 
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"Pl\1C anticipates that it will continue to participate in the CEP 
process by submilting additional comments, attending n1eetings and 
writing letters necessary to ensure that the Commission acts in 
accordance with tht! requirements of A.B. 1890 and its obligation to 
protect the public lronl unfair and abusive marketing practices. 
Most immediately, PMC is filing concurrently herewith a motion lor 
rehearing of the Commission's August 1 decision to urge the 
Commission to direct the IOUs to prepare a revised CEP that meets 
the standards of A.B. 1890 and those previously set"by the 
Commission"foi other consumer education programs." (Notice of 
Intent, p. 3.) 

Although PMC's notice of intent acknowledges that the notice is "brought 

subject to" its nlotion to determine the pro<:edure for accepting a new notice of 

intent, PMC is in essence seeking to be declared eligible for an award of 

compensation for work that it has already performed in connectiol\ with 

0.97-08-064. 

In determinitlg whether PMC's .. notton should have been filed earlier, we 

must tum to § 1804(a)(1) and the phrase "where the schedule would not 

reasonably allow parties to identify issues within the timeframe set forth above, 

or where new issues emerge subsequent to the tim~ set for filing." It is our belief 

that this phrase conlen'\plates that a party seeking eligibility for intervenor 

compensation must do so in a timely manner. This is supported by the 

Legislaturels intent that: 

"(b) The provisions of this article shall be administered in a n\anner 
that encourages the effective and effident particir»ation of all groups 
that have a stake in the public utility regulation process." 

II (0 This article shall be administered in a manncr that avoids 
unproductive or unnccessary participation that duplicates the 
participation of similar interests otherwise adequately represented 
or participation that is not necessary (or a fair determination of the 
proceeding. II (§ 1801.3, emphasis added.) 
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0.97-03-069 was dedded on l'.1arch 31, 1997. That decision authorized the 

three largest electrical corporations in California to devise and implement a joint 

CEP in conjunction with the Commission. The decision also authorized the 

formation of the EREG and the CHAP, and the schedule to be followed for 

implementing the CEI>. \Vith the issuance of D.97-03-069, the Commission 

provided notice to all interested parties of the schedule and the procedures that 

would be followed to establish the CEP. In addition~ with the June 2, 1997 filing 

of the laUs' CEP motion, interested parties had an additi()n~l opportunity to 

identify the issues regarding the CEi>. 

Based on PMC/s OWn submissions, PMC was aware of 0.97-03-069 and the 

CHAP and EREG as early as Aptil of 199'1, participahxl in at least SOIDe of the 

CEAP and EREG meetings, \vas n\ade aware o{O.97-05-040, submitted various 
, ' 

letters and pleadings jn connection with the CEP in June and July, ~nd formally 

filed reply comments in July 1997. In pMC/s Jurte 12 tcsponsc, which as noted 

earHer was one of th~ exhibits to PMC's July 2, 1997 reply comments, one of its 

conCerns was "that the Commission has chosen to proceed with deregulation of 

the electricity inarket on a~ unreasonably short time (rame that simply does not 

allow adequate time to proVide conSumers with the information they need to 

deal with significant changes in the way electricity Is provided." Gune 12 

response, p. 2.) This concern was reitetatcd in PMC's July 2, 1997 reply 

comm~nts at pages 4 and 5. In addition, PMe's September 3, 1997 nlotion 

acknowledged the (ormation of the EREG and the CHAP, and that D.9'1-05-040 

"effectively accelerated the restructuring process to breakneck speed by 

demanding direct access (or all consumer groups by January 1, 1998." (Motion, 

pp.2-3.) Therrien's June 12, 1997lettet and PMC's notice of intent to claim 
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compensation also noted that PMC participated in some of the mcctings of both 

the EREG and the CHAP.' 

PMC was aware of the CEP -issues that were going to be decided by the 

Commission. Instead of filing its motion when Pl\-i'C was n\ade aware of the 

various CEP issues, PMC waited an unreasonable period ot time before it filed its 

motion seeking guidance on how it (ould submlt its notice of intent. The (iling of 

Pl\'fC's motion (ame well after the time it pedofJned ahy work on the issues 

which led up to the iSsuance of D.97-0S-064. 

The intervenor compensation statutes should not be interpreted in a 

manner that permits a party to participate in a proceeding first/and then file a 

notice of intent explaining why it should be eJigible for intcrvetlOr compensation 

(or work that it has already performed. To the c6ntrary, the intervenor 

compensation rules are to be administered in a manner whlchencourages 

effective and efficientpartidpation, and aVoids unproductive Or unnecessary 

participation. PMC should have filed its nlotion when It first became aware of 

th~ issues, rather thatt participating first and seeking to be COi\lpensated once the 

decision deciding the underlying Issues that it participated in had issued. 

Had PMC's l\\otion been filed earlier, the Commission would have been 

made aware of the nature a-ud extent of PMC's participation in advance and 

could have informed PMC whether its efforts would be eligible for 

compensation. Instead, PMC chose to engage in certain activities and waited 

, In llwrrien's June 12, 1997letterl he stated: "I r<'presented Public Media Ce(lter at the 
April 18 public n\eeling which initiated EREG's search (or at, agency and I assisted 
Public Media Center in the preparation oE its response to EREG's Request for 
Qualifications." In PMC's notice of intent at page 3, PMC states that it ptirlidpated in 
meetings of the CHAP in order to assist the CEAP in its review of the proposed CEP. 
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until a decision was issued to seek whether it would be eligible for intervenor 

compensa lion. 

We also note that some of the issues that PMC and Therrien raised in their 

informal letters and response to the eEP motion, and in formal reply comments, 

were issues that should have been raised earlier. Por example, in PMC's 

response to the CEP motion, PMC raised. concerns about the short time frame in 

which the CEP was to be prepared, and the composition and qualifications of the 

EREG members. Those concerns were reiterated in Therrien's letter of July I, 

1997. That letter also questioned thcmanner in which the consultant was hired 

to irnplement the CEl', As the Commission noted in D.97-08-064 at page 23, those 

kinds of issues should have been Htigated carlier: 

ItSon\cof the patU(>$ comlnented that the pace at which the 
restructuring 01 the electricity market is occurring should be slowed 
down to accommodate the CEP. In addition, some have questioned 
why the EREG structure was put into place, the board composition 
of the EREG, and the method in which the ad\tertising agency was 
selected to devise and implement the CEP 01\ behal( of the IOUs. 
1110se types of issues should have been raised when the Commission 
set forth those mechanisms in its decisions authorizing the IOUs to 
devise and illlp]en\ent a joint CEP, and authorizing direct access. 
We pOint out that parties have had rtUll\NOUS opportunities to file 
(onUllents on the draft decisions whkh resulted in 0.97-03-069 and 
D.97-05-040. It\ addition, parties had the opportunity to raise legal 
challenges to these mechanisms by filing for rehearing of lhe two 
decisions. No one has done so. We decline in this decision to 
address issues that should have been raised beforehand." 

TIle Con\I\\ission has subsequently recognized that a customer should not 

be awarded compensation for those kinds of issues that are irrelevant or outside 

the scope of the proceeding." (0.98-04-059, p. 31.) 

Based on the above discussioll, we conclude that PMC had notice of the 

schedule and process (or developing the CEP as early as April of 1997, but failed 

to pursue an applic(ltion for rehetuing of 0.97-03-069 or 0.97-05-040. PMC also 
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failed to timely identify the CEP issues and to seek a timely dctermination on 

how it could file its notice of intent regarding its planned participaHon on issues 

that arose out of and which were decided in 0.97-03-069, 0.97-05-040, and 

D.97-08-064. Since PMC did not timely identify the issues and because it did not 

seek a timely determination on the applicable procedure (or filing its notice of 

intent, PMC is not eligible for an award of compensation in connection with the 

issues it raised. 

Finally, We find that PMC is not eligible (or compensation in this case 

because its advocacy was in pursuit of its own self-interest as a self described 

non-profit social marketing firm" and not as a representative of ratepayers. 

Public Media ~enter began its participation in this proceeding as a potential 

vendor for the CEP. }t was only after the selection of a vendor other than PMC, 

that PMC began its advocacy in this pr<xeooing, and it was not until after the 

issuance of 0.97-08-064 that PMC claimed to be representing consumers, and that 

it would s~k compensation {or its involvement in this proceeding. It is dear that 

Pl\1C's interest Wi'S not to represcnt ratepayers, but rather its own pecuniary 

interests. PMC should not be permitted to shroud its action ina mantic of 

consumer representation. 

During the period before the issuance of 0.97-08-064, and before PMC. 

submitted its Illotion, PMC made no assertion in either its June 12 response or Us 

reply comments that it was representing the interests of r,ltepaycrs. During this 

tin\e period, the Commission was unaware that PMC was a representative of 

r"ltepayers. Rather, PMC held itself out as a San Francisco-based non-profit sodal 

marketing (inn with 25 years experience in the area of consumer education and 

sO<'ial marketing with substantial experience working with governnlent agencics, 

including the California Public Utilities Commission, the Federal Trade 
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Commission, and the State of California, to design and implement both 

government and private public information programs. 

PMC sought to have the Commission lidisapprove the CEP submitted by 

the IOUs and the EREG and direct its (the Commission's) staff to oversee the 

development of a thorough and clfective eEP for electric industry restructuring". 

Oune 12 Response, p. 15.) During this Hnle, PMC continued to raise issues about 

the vendor selection process in its v-arious filings and letters (or which it is 

seeking c:onlpensation. Clearly PMC sought to have the CEP progranl, where it 

lost out as a possible vendor, tossed out and a new One created. It is dear that 

PMC sought to gain fron\ a reopening of the consumeI' education process and the 

possible seledioh of a new vendor. It wasonl), after the issuance of 0.98·08-064, 

when it became apparent that the eEP would not be terminated as PMC had 

sought and that the C.EP would go forward with the previously selected vendorsl 

that PMC articulated that it was representing the interests of ratepayers. 

Simply arguing a position that benefits ratepayers is insufficient grounds 

to be J\ .... arded intervenor contpensation. Instead} one must act in the capacity as 

a representative of customers, rather than as a disgruntled candidate in the 

vendor selection process. 

Findings of Fact 

1. The customer cduca lion e(fort and the independent education trust were 

(irst mentioned in 0.95·]2·063, as modified by D.96-01·009. 

2. AB 1890 (odificd the development and implementation of a progran\ to 

educate customers about the C:hanges to the elcdric industry. 

3. D.97·03·069 authorized the three largest electric IaUs in California to 

conduct the CBP1 established the EREG and the CHAP, and set (orth a schedule 

fot the development of the CEP. 
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4. 0.97"()S-040 ordered that direct access be made available 10 all California 

electricity consumers on January 1, 1998. 

5. PMC filed reply conlments to the CEP n\otion and PMC's Chairman 

subinitted lour dilferent letters to the Commissioners regarding the CEP. . 

6. 0.97-08-064 was approved by the Commission on August I, 1997 . 

. 7. PMC filed its nlotioo, notiCe of intent, and application for rehearing of 

0.97-08-064 on September 3,1997. 

8. PMC's motion states that 0.97-03-069 and 0.97-05-040 raised neW and 

controversial issues. 

9. PMC's notice of intent seeks a declaration of eligibility for an award of 

compensation (or work that ithas already performed. 

10. The issuance 01 D.97-03-069 provided l,olice to all interested parties of the 

schedule and the proceduresthat would be followed to establish the CEP. 

11. \Vith the filing of the CEP rnotion, interested parties had an additional 

opportunity to identify the issues regarding the CEP. 

12. PMC was aware of 0.97-03-069 and the CHAP, and EREG as early as 

April 1997. 

13. PMC was aware o( D.97-05-040 as early as June 1997. 

14. Some of the issues that PMC and TIlccrien raised should have been 

litigated earliet. 

15. PMC's participation in the EREG and CEP process was as a possible 

vendor for the education progranl. 

16. PMC had a pecuniary interes~ in the outcome of the case. 

17. PMC was rejected in its bid to be a vendor to the CEP. 

18. PMC continued to raise issues about the vendor selection process in its 

filing [or which it is seeking ~ompensation. 
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19. PMC never stated before the issuance of 0.97-08-064 that it was acting as a 

representative of cortsunlers. 

ConcluslohS of Law 

1. Official notice should be taken 0·( the fact that PMCls June 12 response was. 

not filed with the Commission. 

2. Se<tion 1804(a)(I) provides that the Commission nlay determine the 

appropriate pr<xedure for accepting a new notice of intent in situations where 
. . 

. . 

the schedule would not reasonably allow parties to identify issues Within the 

timeframe set forth in § 1804(a)(I), or where hew iss~es emerge subsequent to the 

time set for filing the notke of intent. 

3. Since the C~nimiSsion may specify the procedure (or accepting Ilew notices 

of intent, PMC'smotion must be res61ved before the notice of intenfto claim 

compensation is addressed. 

4. Section 1804(a)(I) contemplates that a party seeking eligibility for 

intervenor compensation ",\..1st do so in a tlmel}t manner. 

S. Pl\1C waited an unreasonable period of time before it filed its motion 

seeking guidance on how It could submit its notice of intent. 

6. The filing of PMC's motion came \vell after the Hnle it performed any work 

on the issues which led up to the issuance of 0.97-08-064. 

7. The jnt~rvel\or compens:ation statutes should not be interpreted in a 

manner that allows a party to file a notice of intent after it has already· 

participated in the proceeding. 

8. PMC failed to timely identify the CEI> issues and to seek a timely 

dctermil\ation on how it could file its notice of intent. 

9. PMC should not be eligible (or an award of comp~nsatioJ\ in connection 

with the issues it raised. 
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10. PMC's pecuniary interests, as a possible vendor, in the ouh~ome of the 

proceeding makes PMC ineligible for intervenor compensation. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Official notice is taken of the (act that Public Media Center's (PMC) initial 

comments of June 12, 1997 were n"ottimely filed with the Conurusskm. 

2. Sinc:e PMC did not timely identity for the Commissionth"e issues that it 

planned to participate in, and because PMC's participation involved its own 

pecuniary interests, PMC's September 3, 1997 Motion FOr Determination Of 

Procedure Fot Accepting Notice Of Intent "to Claim Compensalion is denied, and 

PlvtC is ineligible for compensation foe the issues that ar6se out oland which 

were addressed in Decision (D.) 97-03-069, D. 97-05-040, and D.97-08-064. 

This 6rder is e((ective today. 

Dated December 17, 1998, at San Fral\cisco, California. 
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RICHARD A. alLAS 
Ptesident 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
JESSIB J. KNIGHT, }R 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 

Commissioners 


